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==Jatts Chahal is not a
terrorist but he is in Jatts
in Golmaal in which he
falls in love with Juggy

aka Ji. He wants to go to
America but Ji thinks to
stay back and work in

films. Little did they know
that fate had something
else in store for them.
When Juggy leaves the

country Ji falls in a
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business trip. A small
incident forces Ji to leave

the country where she
meets Yatindra, a girl who
doesn't want to go back
and end up in the middle

of the border. So, Ji
convinces her that they
both can go to America,

what happens next makes
Jatts Chahal go back to

his country. It's a wedding
journey, a family drama

and a love triangle. There
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are many twists and turns
in Jatts in Golmaal where
the film has people in a

crisis and the makers had
to opt for edit the film to
fit in the time. The film

was released by Universal
Pictures in India and
Universal Pictures

International. The film is
produced by Bollywood
superstar Akshay Kumar

and his Kumar
productions banner. ==
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jatts in golmaal is the
most awaited movie of

2020. it was directed by
ksshitij chaudhary. it's

upcoming movie released
on 24 may 2013. the

makers of the film are
vijay verma,naresh

kathuria,ksshitij
chaudhary,sapna pabbi

andkaran arora. the film's
music is composed

byranjit bajaj while its
lyricist isshravan kumar.
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the story and screenplay
of the movie is written

bynaresh kathuria
andkaran arora. this is a

punjabi movie. it was
released in india on 24
may 2013. there are
many people like this

movie. this movie is the
best collection of the
year. it is based on a

story.jatts in golmaal is
the worst punjabi movie
ever made. it is the best
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movie of 2013. it is a
good movie. 5ec8ef588b
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